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BRONSON HEALTHY LIVING CAMPUS POISED TO PROMOTE
COMMUNITY HEALTH; FUEL FOOD ENTREPRENEURISM

T

he 14-acre, $46.1 million Kalamazoo Valley Community College
Bronson Healthy Living Campus brought revitalization to an area
of downtown Kalamazoo via its three different structures.
However, the economical and social impact of the school’s
latest development runs a lot deeper than a simple aesthetic facelift.
Kalamazoo Valley Community College hopes to blaze new trails with
the school’s curriculum, which delivers health and culinary programs
hand-in-hand, under the same roof.
“We looked around at the opportunity, not just in the culinary and
agribiz industries — where there are a lot of great programs in Michigan
and Southwest Michigan,” said Dean McCurdy, KVCC associate vice president of instruction. “We took a particular focus on health, sustainability,
economic development and created something that would be a regional
or national model.”
The campus includes the Kalamazoo Valley Food Innovation Center
at 224 E. Crosstown Pkwy, the KVCC Culinary/Allied Health Building at
418 E. Walnut St. and a new headquarters for the Kalamazoo Community
Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services at 615 E. Crosstown Pkwy.
The KVCC Culinary/Allied Health Building is also home to the school’s
sustainable brewing program.
The school’s development was a welcome change for the area.
“It really does give us a sense of pride in the neighborhood,” said
Tammy Taylor, executive director for the adjacent Edison Neighborhood
Association. “We already had a lot to be proud of, but this is kind of just
the icing on the cake. The buildings are beautiful and they come with
beautiful landscapes.”
“Having the college in walking distance for so many residents that are
getting into the food industry is a major benefit,” Taylor also said. “It’s
huge difference maker.”
Aside from the new structures installed on the southeast side of
Kalamazoo, KVCC also aims to enhance mobility for students and community members as the school works with the city, county and Kalamazoo
River Valley Trail to install a trail to connect the north and south campuses
of the institution.
See BRONSON | page 17

Observers say the impact of the Bronson Healthy Living Campus on its neighborhood go well beyond simple
aesthetics. COURTESY PHOTO

CHERRY POINTE: BATTLE CREEK
ENTREPRENEURS OPEN DOORS
FOR FLEDGLING COMPANIES

The International Food Protection Training Institute in Battle Creek trains food safety inspectors
and educators from around the world in aspects of the Integrated Food Safety System. COURTESY PHOTO

BATTLE CREEK LEADS WAY IN FOOD SAFETY
AND TESTING WITH IFPTI AND LOCAL LABS
BATTLE CREEK – With food manufacturing operations as large as Kellogg’s and Post Cereals
and scores of small contract food processors,
it’s only logical that the business of food safety
would play a major role in Battle Creek.
Within the last five years, the International

Food Protection Training Institute with offices at
49 West Michigan Ave. has been the lead architect in the development of a framework to train
food safety inspectors and educators worldwide
in an Integrated Food Safety System.
See IFPTI | page 18

BATTLE CREEK — Like their
counterparts in larger metropolitan areas, entrepreneurs in
Battle Creek have found that
the business incubator concept
can work if it’s implemented
with a savvy mix of clients,
location and rents.
A second incubator called
CherryPointe Offices & Suites
opened in March after the initial success of Inge’s Place
three years ago, and owners of
both businesses say they hope
the concept will foster business
revitalization of Battle Creek.
Dale Pitchure, a principal
with the Annex Investment
LLC partnership that owns
CherryPointe at 71 S. 20th
Street, said the building is at
90 percent occupancy. He said
he is not surprised by the high
occupancy at the two-story,
4,000-square-foot building that
has been split into 26 office and
suite spaces.
“There is a need for an incubator program in Battle Creek,”

Pitchure said. “This building
had such great bones. I knew
if I could do something to create a great space and clean
and freshen it up, I could make
a success of it.”
The exterior of the former
Parrott building is white with
the name in bold red. The interior is light and airy with white
walls throughout and artwork,
including original framed
sketches and drawings done
by Pitchure.
“I turned lot of people away
because they didn’t fix the mix
I wanted,” Pitchure said. “I want
a quiet atmosphere that’s conducive for everyone to conduct
business. I want them to feel
safe, comfortable and proud. I
try to put myself in their shoes.”
Entrepreneurs saw the same
sort of opportunity in fall of 2013
when they converted the Ermisch
Travel building in downtown
Battle Creek into an incubator.
Turning the majority of the
15,500-square-foot building

into a space for fledgling businesses was the idea of Atlee
McFellin, who was born and
raised in Battle Creek and is
the grandson of the building’s
former owners. McFellin is a
co-founder & principal of The
SymCenter LLC, an organization specializing in the creation of innovative economic
development strategies and
programs headquartered in
Cleveland, Ohio.
The space filled what
McFellin saw as a need in the
market.
Last August Inge’s Place
was the recipient of a U.S. Small
Business Administration 2015
Growth Accelerator award.
The $50,000 grant was part of
$4 million the agency allocated
through its Growth Accelerator
Fund Competition. Inge’s Place
and Detroit’s NextEnergy were
the only two Michigan applicants to receive funding from
a total of 400 grant-seekers.
See CHERRY POINTE | page 21
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It’s one of the relatively intangible qualities the Kalamazoo area
has leveraged to attract an unusually high concentration of life sciences
companies and start-ups.
It’s also the consensus among industry professionals as to why the sector has continued
to thrive within the area.
“Without a doubt, that legacy with Upjohn
as the second oldest pharma company in the
country is important,” said Stephen Rapundalo,
president and CEO of statewide bioscience
trade association MichBio.
“Stryker also laid a strong foundation for
what everything else has
grown from, and also Perrigo
if you want to consider
them as the greater part
of Kalamazoo,” Rapundalo
said. “Those three were
large pillars for the industry. I think everything else
has kind of grown around
them — to serve those or
RAPUNDALO
they have emerged in cases
of their demise.”
A demise that shaped the current life sciences
landscape in the Kalamazoo area came in the
form of the pivotal shutdown of Pfizer’s research
and development center in the city back in 2003,
which left highly skilled bioscience professionals looking for a new place to land. Similar shutdowns in Ann Arbor thus furthered the flood of
available talent.
Instead of watching such a high caliber workforce exit the state,
Kalamazoo economic developers were proactive in retaining
this talent.
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and knowledge of the industry and we were able
to foster an angel investment community to wrap
around those Pfizer folks. We put together a venture fund in the community of about $80 million
to wrap around those companies.
“And, rather than just saying ‘We’re just
investing in your business,’ we used it as an economic development tool. Yes, we’re investing in
your business, but you have to have a presence in
Southwest Michigan. That has helped us.”
The Kalamazoo area is starting to see the
fruits of those efforts with a wide array of life
sciences companies. Business like Pharm
Optima (Portage), Kalexsyn (Kalamazoo),
Proteos (Kalamazoo) and Innovative Analytics,
to name a few, were established in that pivotal
2003 year and stand alone as companies today.
“We’re not seeing the hundreds of employees at these companies — they’re still 50 or
less, but you know what, they’re companies
we didn’t have previously and we look at it
that we were able to retain them in the community and retain their expertise in the community,” Bland said.
While legacy is certainly an attractive factor, the big question facing the life sciences
industry in Kalamazoo is: Will it be sustainable?
Rapundalo and MichBio stress that growth is
not guaranteed. This is why MichBio drafted its
Michigan Bio-Industry Roadmap For Success
strategy plan they released this year.
See LIFE SCIENCES | page 19

KEEPING TALENT
IN KALAMAZOO

“There was quite a bit of
wealth created in the community,” said Jill Bland,
executive vice president of
Southwest Michigan First. “You
marry that wealth with the passion
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BRONSON
continued from page 15
“My hopes and dreams are that vacant houses [in the Edison
Neighborhood] get bought by new, potential home buyers because of
the vicinity to the campuses,” Taylor said. “And with the bike trails…
there are so many things being worked on and they’re really exciting.”

FOCUSING ON COMMUNITY HEALTH OUTCOMES

In addition to providing students with the opportunity to explore the
connection between health and food/nutrition, KVCC is also devoted
to providing educational experiences and resources for the community at large. This is an effort to combat the 63 percent of adults in
Kalamazoo County that are overweight or suffer from obesity.
“We want to improve health outcomes,” KVCC’s McCurdy said.
“That’s a huge goal for us. We want to see demonstrated health
outcomes in the community.
“This includes direct delivery of programs but also providing
everything from educational resources to facilities and access to
people who are already engaged. We want to create programs and
support programs already out there.”
The Healthy Choices Matter program at the Edison Neighborhood
Association is one example of these efforts. This eight-week program
is designed for children ages seven through 12, along with their families.
The program teaches them about basics of healthy nutrition

— targeting them early enough while they are beginning to form
their nutritional habits.
“[Poor nutrition] is a problem that needs to be addressed,” said
Melody Woods, community outreach coordinator at the Bronson
Healthy Living Campus, who also spearheaded the Healthy Choices
Matter program.
“When I developed the program for Edison, I designed it around
the problems of the Edison Neighborhood. Some resident don’t have
access to a car, some shop at convenience stores. Instead of saying you can only eat this or you have to go organic, we just gave little
pieces of knowledge — small pieces that can help change their habits.”
KVCC also has programs that feature collaborations with
Kalamazoo Parks and Recreation and the Van Buren County
Intermediate School District.
McCurdy said that the Bronson Healthy Living Campus also
routinely hosts groups of elementary, junior high and high school
kids to be exposed to facility and curriculum.
“We recognize that students need exposure to these economic
opportunities early and often,” he said. “They need to see a model of
success — what success looks like. It also means involving families
and support systems, which is incredibly important.

AN ENGINE FOR FOOD ENTREPRENEURSHIP

McCurdy said that entrepreneurship is another tenet of the programs offered through the Bronson Healthy Living Campus, working to equip students with the tools they need to not only develop

their culinary knowledge, but potentially build a business or service
around that knowledge, helping to keep some of the state’s $91.4
billion food industry within county lines.
“We give students the opportunity to explore careers and see what
those opportunities look like,” McCurdy said. “On the front end, students will meet with business owners, food truck owners, farmers, food
processors…they see those opportunities early on. They go through the
program and on the back end they get the internships and practicums.”
McCurdy said that, in the Kalamazoo area, there is a sense of entrepreneurship and community surrounding the food industry. This is a
notion that is certainly not lost on Lucy Dilley at the Can-Do Kitchen.
Dilley, the executive director of the nonprofit shared-use commercial kitchen, said Can-Do currently has a waiting list of clients
that want to utilize space and resources.
“Not embracing [local food entrepreneurism] would be a loss
for us,” Dilley said.
“As this point, we aren’t able to help everyone. We see as a growing opportunity. When people grow out of our facility and program,
there aren’t a lot of places to go to take that next step.”
That’s a niche McCurdy said he hopes KVCC can fill, as it caters
to both brand-new food start-ups and also start-ups looking to
make a jump to that next level.
“We’re working a lot with start-ups and folks that want to go
to the mid-level,” McCurdy said. “There is enormous opportunity
in Southwest Michigan to do that. The great thing is, we have the
institutions on board.” n

CAN-DO KITCHEN: CAN-DO
KITCHEN SHARES RECIPE FOR
SUCCESS WITH STARTUPS

J

ulie Fox knew two things: she wanted
to launch her own business in the
Kalamazoo area, and she had some
savory recipes for baked goods that
were gluten-free.
But Fox didn’t know the answers to scads of
smaller questions that could trip her up as she
tried to start a bakery in the food industry -- an
industry that is tightly regulated on several governmental levels.
Enter the Can-Do Kitchen, Kalamazoo’s first
business incubator that helps fledgling entrepreneurs to navigate the waters of starting a company in the food preparation business.
“They mentored me through the whole process,” Fox said about her launch of the Free Love
Bakery at 7620 S Westnedge Ave. in Portage.
“They’d say, ‘Here are the regulations, here’s who
you have to contact to get licensed and here’s the
class you have to take before you can contact
them to get licensed.’ They walked me through
the whole thing. There was so much I learned
through them there’s no way I would be where
I am had I not gone through that mentorship.”
With the Free Love Bakery and the recently
launched Brazilian Oven bakery at 2725 E
Milham Ave. in Portage, Can-Do Kitchen now
has six graduates from its program since 2008,
when the incubator began as a project for local
non-profit Fair Food Matters. The shared-use
kitchen expects that graduation rate to accelerate, based on the 13 current clients enrolled
in the program, founder and Executive Director
Lucy Dilley said.
Two of the largest obstacles for food startups
are lack of adequate space and sufficient equipment given the high overhead costs, so Can-Do
Kitchen seeks to bridge that gap between concept and independent food preparation business.
The kitchen formed its own 501(c)(3) to clarify its
mission and moved to a larger building at 3501
Lake Street to accommodate the growing space
demands for the clients they serve.
“We have more space here, a little bit more
storage and a little bit more kitchen space,”
Dilley said of the building the kitchen shares with
C&M Catering. “We actually have a prep station
in addition to a cooking station, so now we can
actually have two different businesses working
at the same time and not be in the same space.”
Providing commercial kitchen space is but
one of the several ways that Can-Do Kitchen
helps hopeful food business startups. They also
assist with other aspects of business development, from marketing to insurance implications,
SOUTHWEST MICHIGAN SPOTLIGHT

as well as the crucial issues that are specific to
the food industry.
“We’re helping them identify all the support
they’re going to need as they start their business,”
Dilley said. “We’re really sitting down with people
every week and kind of laying out all the different
requirements and best practices that they need to
go through in order to launch their business.”
Dilley says that most people that come to
them have little to no experience on how to form
a company, so the Can-Do Kitchen acts as a connector to other professionals, helping to guide
their clients thorugh the safety and licensing
requirements of the food industry. The kitchen
lays out the general landscape of regulations,
directs them to the appropriate inspectors and
preps them on questions to expect and how to
be prepared.
“The licensing part is complicated,” Dilley
said. “It’s kind of baffling to a lot of people who
aren’t in the industry.”
They also assist in providing guidance for
things like labeling, branding, marketing and
even general business planning. The end goal is
graduation from the program and on to continued growth. But as opposed to a firm time limit,
Can-Do Kitchen steers a startup down the road
to ascension based on that client’s specific goals,
incremental success and drive. Often times, they
find a client’s vision is very different from reality.
As one of the organization’s recent graduates,
Brazilian Oven has seen strong growth since it
began baking its signature Pão de Queijo -cheesy chewy rolls with a crisp crust -- about
four years ago. During that time, owner Silvana
Quadros Russell has transitioned from serving
family parties and farmers markets to baking and
distributing her goods to more than 30 stores
throughout Michigan and several Whole Foods
Market locations in Illinois and Indiana.
“I think my first year was very, very important to be where I was and to have the support,” Russell said about her start at the Can-Do
Kitchen. “There are some issues I was not familiar with, like getting a nutritionist. Where do you
go to get a nutritionist?”
Russell has since moved her operation to
a larger facility at The Bakewell Co. in Portage
in order to keep up with the ever-increasing
demand. While the self-described “go-getter”
credits herself for having the drive to create a
successful business, Russell gives credit to
Can-Do Kitchen for essential initial guidance.
“I think having someone right there who you
can ask a question is good,” Russell said.

Julie Fox, owner of the Free Love Bakery in Portage, credits Can-Do Kitchen with helping her
launch her business. COURTESY PHOTO

Fox describes starting her business, especially opening her own retail space, as both the
most rewarding and most difficult thing she’s
ever done.
“I’ve been doing this for a little over two years
now, and every transition, every little step that

I’ve taken further in the direction of opening the
storefront has been scary,” said Fox. “There have
been a lot of things that worked out exactly how I
thought they were going to work out, but the vast
majority of the time it was like, ‘Oh boy, I wasn’t
expecting that.’” n
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IFPTI
continued from page 15
The IFPTI is part of a trio of organizations in
downtown Battle Creek that are strongly focused
on issues of food safety. In 2007, the W.K. Kellogg
Institute for Food and Nutrition Research began
a $54 million expansion project that was completed the same year that the IFPTI was created.
In 2010 Covance Nutritional Chemistry and Food
Safety Laboratory officially opened for business
at 55 West Hamblin St. to provide food stability
and analytical testing services.
Battle Creek City Commissioner Kate Flores
said the IFPTI is a central part of the city’s downtown and is promoting economic vitality, as have
Covance and Kellogg’s research facility.
“Battle Creek has a really rich history with
food and health,” Flores said. “It’s an incredible
thing for Battle Creek to be a leader in national
and international food science. It’s something to
be really proud of.”
“The vision of this strategy is to join government food safety standards across the board at the
local, state and federal level,” said Julia Bradsher,

president and chief executive officer of the IFPTI.
About 48 million people — nearly 1 in 6
Americans — get sick, 128,000 are hospitalized,
and 3,000 die each year in America from foodborne diseases, according to recent data from the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.   To
combat foodborne illnesses, the Integrated Food
Safety System represents a partnership among
federal, state, local, territorial, and tribal agencies
to achieve the public health goal of a safer food
supply, according to an FDA spokesperson.
Among the key goals is the use of foodborne
illness outbreak data to inform the development
of evidence-based food safety policies and programs, and criteria to evaluate their effectiveness.
In addition, is highlighting the use of compliance
and enforcement tools for achieving compliance
with food safety laws and regulations.
The IFPTI, which was created in 2009, is the
ideal partner because of its focus on training food
inspectors. Since the FMSA took effect in August,
2015, Bradsher’s organization has trained more
than 900 trainers who train others in the established protocols.
“Starting with the FMSA the total number
of lead instructors is about 800,” she said. “We

Kathy Ryan, Executive Director, Equest Center for Therapeutic Riding,
and Brian Campbell, Vice President, FNBM.

One local bank rides
on partnerships.
For the nonprofit organization Equest Center for
Therapeutic Riding, using equine therapy to improve
quality of life for those with special needs is a
mission thousands of people are riding on. So when
seeking financing to help further their mission, they
wanted more than a typical banking relationship.
“First National Bank of Michigan is invested in the
community,” Kathy said, “and when we began
working together, we discovered how much they
were invested in us, too. They truly go above and
beyond for you. You’re a partner, not a contract.”
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trained our first set of trainers in October ahead
of the full rollout in November.”
Through this past June, 10,577 certificates
for Preventative Controls for Human Foods certificates have been issued by the IFPTI, 1,058 of
which were international.

A critical part of Covance’s decision to locate
in Battle Creek was a seven-year, $42 million contract with Kellogg that consolidates much of the
food company’s analytical chemistry, microbiology, and stability testing with Covance. The deal
makes Kellogg the “anchor client” for Covance’s

“To me that’s the big story. We are having a global impact on
food safety right here from Michigan. We’re growing exponentially because what we’ve adopted is a train the trainers model.”
— JULIA BRADSHER, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OF THE IFPTI

“To me that’s the big story,” Bradsher said.
“We are having a global impact on food safety
right here from Michigan. We’re growing exponentially because what we’ve adopted is a train
the trainers model.”
For its expansion into Battle Creek, Covance
executives have emphasized the investment could
not have been accomplished without partnerships,
including those with the Kellogg Co. and the IFPTI.

30,000-square-foot facility. In 2015 LabCorp,
based in North Carolina, purchased Covance,
headquartered in Princeton, N.J.
At the time of the acquisition, David P. King,
chairman and chief executive officer of LabCorp,
said the two companies together would provide
a more complete set of services.
“Our complementary services and capabilities
will enable us to pursue multiple strategic opportunities in both the clinical laboratory and drug
development businesses,” King said in a press
release. “Through this combination, we expect to
achieve significant revenue growth and generate
strong cash flows, allowing us to further invest in
our business, fund future expansion and create
value for our shareholders.”
Covance has more than 40 employees at its
Battle Creek facility. Officials with the company
declined a request for additional information.
The Kellogg Institute employs more than
600 at its facility at 67 W. Michigan Avenue. The
expanded WKKI facility includes food and packaging review rooms, chemistry labs, test kitchens,
development labs and a large, flexible production
pilot plant where new ideas for food products are
tested prior to full-scale production at the company’s manufacturing facilities.
The IFPTI is offering two and a half day trainings for food production companies that will need
to develop and implement food safety plans to
comply with the FMSA. Larger companies such as
Kellogg and Prairie Farms must meet an August
compliance deadline. Medium-size companies
and smaller companies must have food safety
plans in place in 2017 and 2018 respectively.
“The largest companies for the most part
would say they’re already doing this anyway and
now you’re asking us to do a better job,” Bradsher
said. “When you get to the smaller companies that’s
where you find the challenge. They will now have to
keep records in a way they’ve never had to before.”
However, the possibility of a recall because
of contaminated food which could result in significant losses or even bankruptcy is enough of
an incentive for companies to comply with the
new regulations.
“Even when faced with the challenges of having to trim costs, there’s no dollar amount they
can attach to doing the right thing,” Bradsher said.
She said it’s a staged implementation because
there is the recognition that a small company
doesn’t have the resources and may require
more time. She said the IFPTI has 24 employees in-house and an additional 50 subject matter
experts and instructors who they regularly contract with to assist with training.
“Food companies are under increasing pressures to meet newer demands,” Bradsher said.
“There are shareholder expectations to keep
track of all food safety requirements to make
sure the food they’re producing is both high
quality and safe.”
Despite increased regulations and greater
oversight, there are still a large number of foodborne illness outbreaks. Bradsher said this is
because of a global food supply that travels farther and in larger volumes than ever before.
“We definitely have done some work with both
Covance and Kellogg and we have an open dialog
with both companies,” she said. “It certainly helps
when it comes to being able to pick up the phone
and have a conversation.
“We have as many partners globally as
locally. The most important thing is that the
IFPTI is a national and international leader in
architecture in food safety training.” n
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LIFE SCIENCES
continued from page 16
“There was certainly a stretch back in the
last seven or eight years — or, really, more like
10-12 years ago — where certainly in the aftermath of the Pfizer closure, (Kalamazoo) went
all out to promote what that had and the talent they had as to not lose what otherwise was
going to go away,” Rapundalo said.
“They were very proactive about going out
there and recruiting. I can’t speak to the more
recent years. I can’t say I’ve seen anything specific in terms of life sciences over other industries and I don’t know the rationale for that. I
don’t think they’ve necessarily given up, but
from my vantage point, it hasn’t been as visible in, say, the last 10 years or so. It’s been
more organic growth of what’s already there
and making sure that others don’t follow suit
with what Pfizer did.”
In terms of intangible characteristics,
Rapundalo did highlight another attractive
aspect that the Kalamazoo area has to offer.
“One thing Kalamazoo has always had is
plenty of community support and commitment
to whatever they chose to do,” he said. “I don’t
underestimate their capacity or capability to
do something on a grand scale. And, that’s a
key ingredient.
“Communities like Ann Arbor and Detroit,
they don’t really have that — the ground swell
of cohesive community that gets behind life
sciences. It’s here, but it’s mostly contained
to the research university.

KALAMAZOO SHINES IN SURGING LIFE
SCIENCES INDUSTRY
The Kalamazoo area is in the thick of what is
proving to be a surge in the life sciences industry across the state, as illustrated by the latest TEConomy/BIO The Value of Bioscience
Innovation in Growing Jobs and Improving

Quality of Life 2016 Report, which was released
last month by MichBio.
The last findings from 2014 revealed that
employment in biosciences had grown to
44,277, which signified and 5.7 percent jump
since 2012. These employees were spread out
amongst 1,833 business established throughout Michigan.
Michigan is a heavy contributor to the
nation’s industry, with the state’s research
institutions conducting more than $1.2 billion
in bioscience related research and development in 2014, which ranked the state at No. 10
amongst the country. Michigan medical device
manufacturing industry accounted for 48 percent of the 2,333 patents that were issued
between 2012 and 2015.
The report detailed how Kalamazoo has
continued to retain its status as a significant
hub for biosciences in the state and country.
The Kalamazoo/Portage metropolitan statistical area (MSA) is the only in the country to
have a specialization in all five of the bioscience sectors — agricultural biotechnology,
pharmaceutical, med devices, R&D/testing and
logistics/distribution.
The Kalamazoo/Portage MSA — classified
as a medium MSA (75,500 – 250,000 in total
private employment) — ranked No. 21 among
its counterparts in terms of the largest employment levels in drugs and pharmaceuticals. It’s
also No. 1 in the medical devices and equipment category, third in drugs and pharmaceuticals, No. 15 in research, testing and medical
laboratories and seventh in bioscience-related
distribution. n

COMMITTED TO
THE LAKESHORE
For years Smith Haughey has been serving the
lakeshore, supporting businesses and their
community. We are thrilled to have recently
opened an offce in downtown Holland to
continue that commitment and best meet
the needs of our clients.
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SPORTS CENTERS
PLANNED FOR
BERRIEN COUNTY

B

errien County has produced its share of outstanding athletes over the years, ranging from pro basketball stars
like Chet Walker and Wilson Chandler to football standouts like former Detroit Lion Joique Bell.
The next generation of standout athletes from the area could
come from a new $12 million dollar sports complex planned in
Benton Charter Township. The Renaissance Sports Complex is
planned to be built on a nearly 99-acre site at 2200 E. Britain
Ave., about a half-mile from Lake Michigan College. The complex would be owned and operated by Sean Todman, owner
of the Renaissance Athletic Club, which is located near the
popular Harbor Shores Golf Course, host of the recent Senior
PGA golf tournament.
The Renaissance Sports Complex is just the latest in a series
of proposed sports facilities planned around southwest Michigan.
In St. Joseph County, a $3.9 million youth sports complex near
Three Rivers was approved with significant funding from the
county, while a new ice rink recently received approval in Lincoln
Township, near Stevensville, in Berrien County. What’s
unclear so far is how much economic impact the
new facilities could bring to the region.
The Renaissance Sports Complex has
received an enthusiastic reaction from
both Berrien County and Benton Charter
Township officials. On June 2, county
commissioners approved a brownfield
redevelopment plan for the site, and the
Township Board followed suit about three
weeks later. The brownfield plan seeks
tax increment reimbursements for the
cost of extending city water, sanitary and
storm sewer lines along Euclid Avenue, from
Empire Avenue to Britain Avenue. In addition, Euclid would have to be rebuilt to a
Class A road surface, according to township documents.

Renaissance Enterprises LLC would advance the cleanup
costs for the property. If the brownfield plan is approved by the
state, about $1.71 million of eligible costs would be reimbursed
to the development through tax increment financing, according
to documents.
“The complex is still in the planning stages, and we are working with the MEDC and the Berrien County Brownfield Authority to
secure the necessary funding for public infrastructure needed to
support the complex,” Berrien County Community Development
Director Dan Fette said. “We anticipate having this funding
secured in the next few months after which the developer will
establish a construction schedule for the site.”
The Renaissance Sports Complex would include an indoor
facility that would house three basketball courts, a football field,
and three later basketball courts. It would also provide training,
skill development and competitive sports activities for children,
teens and adults. A number of intramural or semi-competitive
leagues would be established in sports like basketball, flag football, volleyball and soccer, Fette said.
The brownfield plan presented to county and township leaders included an environmental assessment of the property, which
found arsenic in 27 of the 50 soil samples provided. Once the
funding is secured, it’s expected that the infrastructure improvements will take about a year to be completed, Fette told township officials.
The Michigan Strategic Fund will decide on the brownfield plan.
The payback period for the $1.71 million in eligible cleanup costs

could be completed in as little as seven years, if the Strategic
Fund authorizes the capture of new school tax revenue. If the
state approves the plan without school tax capture, the payback
period would likely be 11-12 years, Fette reported to the board.

The Renaissance Sports Complex would
include an indoor facility that would house
three basketball courts, a football field,
and three later basketball courts. It would
also provide training, skill development
and competitive sports activities for
children, teens and adults.
County officials have been tight-lipped about the potential
economic impact of the Renaissance Sports Complex. Larry Klett,
chairman of the county Brownfield Redevelopment Authority,
declined to comment to MiBiz about the potential impact of the
project, and county Board Chairman Jon Hinkelman did not return
a phone call seeking comment on the project.
Elsewhere in Berrien County, Lincoln Township planners earlier
this summer approved plans for the enclosed rink at the corner of
Cleveland Avenue and Glenlord Road, over the objections of neighbors. Planners put in a number of conditions
as part of their approval, including having
police presence at the door, screening and
landscaping to reduce the impact of lighting on the neighborhood and a limit to how
long the facility could be open.
Meanwhile, St. Joseph County is
moving ahead construction of its youth
sports complex in Lockport Township,
along Enterprise Drive east of North
Main Street. County commissioners
have approved about $2.8 million
in funding to support the project,
which would include three football fields, six soccer fields,
four baseball fields and four
softball fields. n
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CHERRY POINTE
continued from page 15
Stephanie Breitbach, McFellin’s mother, coowns the travel agency and Inge’s Place with
her sister. She said it has become a vibrant hub
and a destination in the city’s downtown area.
“We have 20 vendors in here now,” Breitbach
said. “We’ll always try to fit somebody in, no matter. We want people to feel like they have an option.”
These vendors, which include specialty tea
and popcorn makers, occupy space in the “Buy
Local Market” located on the building’s first
floor, which also includes office space. This is
a shared retail space, online stores and shared
branding campaign by startups and small businesses in Battle Creek and Calhoun County.
“We’ve got loyal vendors here and the merchandise changes all of the time,” Breitbach
said. “We offer a very reasonably priced option
to give people visibility, exposure and the chance
to show off their creativity.”
The second and third floors of Inge’s Place
are dedicated office space. Although the second
floor is currently vacant, Breitbach said she is in
discussions with prospective tenants.
This space is called the BC CoHab described
as a flexible purpose office space built for startups, small non-profits, and anyone looking for
meeting space or a quiet space to get work done.
Internet access, utilities and conference rooms
also are available.
A space with a desk is about $145 a month and
for sporadic users that price is about $75 a month.
“I think when people are able to find a comfortable place to work at a reasonable price they
appreciate that option,” Breitbach said. “You’re
in a co-work space where you’re working with
other like-minded people. A lot of people come
here after working from home. They may want
more reliable Internet or a place where they can
bring people in to meet.”
Pitchure and Breitbach both said their tenant mix represents a mix of ages and genders.
CherryPointe’s current tenant mix includes

a software developer, two healthcare agencies,
a travel agent, photography/design firm, and a
food counseling nutritionist. Pitchure said he
offers one, two and three-year lease options as
a way to minimize disruptions in the work space.
He also owns a building next door to
CherryPointe that he has christened CherryDale.
It houses an Edward Jones office, a title company and a marketing agency.
“If I see a need I want to do something,”
Pitchure said.
Having the option of locating to an incubator space along main thoroughfares in the city
offers options which makes the city more attractive to individuals looking to relocate their growing businesses.
“Being downtown there’s a lot of activity and
people dedicated to making downtown a better
place, as opposed to being in a place that’s not
well-marketed,” Breitbach said.
From where he stands on the steps of the
entrance to CherryPointe, Pitchure said he sees
unlimited potential. He said there is a lot of
opportunity for growth throughout the city and
is hopeful that existing amenities and entertainment options will be built on. n

Dale Pitchure, a principal with the partnership that owns CherryPointe Offices & Suites, says incubators can play a role in helping Battle Creek’s economy. COURTESY PHOTO
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ARTS DISTRICT LEADS
REBIRTH OF DOWNTOWN
BENTON HARBOR
BENTON HARBOR — Ken Ankli has seen the ups
and the downs of Benton Harbor over the decades.
The president of Brammall Supply Company
remembers when Benton Harbor was the economic center of Berrien County in the days following World War II. It was considered at one
time the more prosperous of the so—called
“Twin Cities,” located across the St. Joseph
River from the neighboring city of St. Joseph.
“There was a big retail district at one time. We
had Sears, Penney’s, Montgomery Ward, bookstores, bars, restaurants — just a nice, thriving
small—town retail community,” Ankli said.
But Ankli, who also serves president of the
board of directors for the New Territory Arts
Association, recalls the dark times — loss of
manufacturing jobs, a declining downtown and
racial conflict — that dominated the headlines
in that city for many years.
Today, though, Ankli has been both eyewitness
and contributor to a rebirth of Benton Harbor’s
downtown area, fueled by a thriving arts district
that takes up five square blocks of the downtown.
“The Arts District has had a profound effect
on downtown Benton Harbor,” Ankli said. “It
is important to understand that there was no
functioning downtown to speak of until the Arts
District germinated in the late 1990s.”
Leading this resurgence has been the
Cornerstone Alliance, a privately funded economic development organization, and the New
Territory Arts Association. Today, the Arts
District features restaurants, a brewery, loft
apartments, art galleries, and centers where
folks can learn to play music, dance, or even

create glass art. There are regular events going
on throughout the year, including quarterly Art
Hops that celebrate local artists and galleries,
as well as the annual Artoberfest each October.
“The Arts District has been the catalyst for
the development and resurgence of downtown
Benton Harbor,” said Greg Vaughn, chief operating officer and vice president of business development for the Cornerstone Alliance.
The buzz that has been generated by the Arts
District has drawn in millions in new investment,
most notably from Whirlpool Corporation, the
city’s largest employer. Since 2010, Whirlpool
has invested $155 million in Benton Harbor and
neighboring communities, Vaughn said.
The Arts District got its start in the early
1990s, when Cornerstone suggested the idea of
encouraging artists to locate in Benton Harbor.
“The strategy was to establish a working group
of artists around which a neighborhood could
develop, and we could rebuild the downtown
area,” Ankli said.
Cornerstone put its money on the table to support the “Community Renewal Through the Arts”
initiative, contributing $1 million. It also purchased
a building for acclaimed Chicago artist Richard
Hunt to set up his studio in the district, with the
goal of encouraging the development of local artists, Vaughn said. Cornerstone also committed
$187,000 of the more than $2 million required to
rebuild streets in the Arts District.
It took some time, but with the backing of
Cornerstone and NTAA, the district began to
grow. In the last decade, the number of loft
apartments in the district grew from five to

nearly 50. Ankli himself rehabbed a building he
owned into what’s now known as Quarternote
Lofts, featuring:
• seven lofts;
• 3 Pillars Music, a retail music and vintage
vinyl record store;
• the Citadel Music Center, a nonprofit
music center.
Today, every apartment in the Arts District is
occupied, Ankli said.
Other business developments in the district
included the Hinkley Building, which houses the
Water Street Glassworks, a gallery and studio
dedicated to glass and metal arts; the Phoenix
Cafe, a local restaurant with apartments on the
upper level; the Mason Jar Cafe, a farm-to-fork
eatery specializing in locally sourced foods; and
the Sweet Bar by Mason Jar, a gelato and dessert business founded by Mason Jar owners
Jayme Cousins and Abel Martinez.
Additional public sector investment included
more than $3 million in state grants for neighborhood streetscape improvements in 2007—08 that
helped transform the look of the Arts District.
While the New Territory Arts Association has
played a role in encouraging development in the
Arts District area, Ankli foresees the time where

the association may focus more on its original
intent of supporting local artists and their art
work. He also would like to see the restoration
and reinstallation of a railroad watch tower near
the railroad crossing downtown that stood until
the early 1970s.
“(In the old days,) if a train was coming, the
watchman would come down from his tower, stop
traffic and allow the trains to pass,” Ankli said.
The tower had been in private hands for
many years, but has since been reacquired with
the intent to have it restored and reinstalled. A
fundraising effort will likely be needed to cover
the cost, estimated at $70,000—$100,000.
“The dream is to reintstall the watch tower
somewhere near its original site,” Ankli said. “It has
a unique architecture. It’d be one of those calling
cards for the community and the neighborhood.”
Meanwhile, Cornerstone continues to encourage more investment in the Arts District and
the rest of downtown Benton Harbor. Vaughn
believes the future for the area is indeed bright.
“The Arts District continues to fill its storefronts with small businesses, and attract
young professionals wanting to live in an
urban environment,” Vaughn said. “Growth
begets growth.” n
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